Mind's Ear Audio Productions

Website: http://www.minds-ear.org
Address: 522 West Fourth St.
Bloomington, IN 47404-5128

Description:

Javascript is required to view this map.

Mind's Ear is dedicated to the production, performance and promotion of contemporary audio theatre. We also strive to educate stage designers as to the importance of sound in a theatrical presentation. We believe in the value of training and nurturing emerging audio playwrights, actors, designer and engineers. Our work is distinguished by our obsession with on-location recording techniques. Fans have said that our work is like 'listening to a movie with your eyes closed'.

Contact: mindsear [at] minds.ear.org
(812) 332-2437

Community Organizations Subjects:

- 1 - Cultural (Arts & Humanities)
- Performing Arts
- Theater
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